ABSTRACT In this paper, we present an attitude restricted dynamic surface (DSC) controller for the vision-based quadrotor to ensure that visual target remains in the camera's field of view all the time. To ensure stable quadrotor motion, proper perspective image moments are first extracted from the defined virtual image plane to derive the decoupled vision-quadrotor dynamics. Then, by developing a novel saturated DSC controller to limit the roll and pitch commands and employing an integral barrier Lyapunov function to guarantee the boundness of attitude responses, an attitude restricted DSC controller is devised under a backstepping framework for quadrotors. The designed control scheme can regulate the moment features to their desired values without the violation of visibility constraint with both the attitude inputs and responses of quadrotor keeping inside the predefined state space. The boundedness and convergence of the closed-loop system are proved by the Lyapunov theory. Then, the satisfaction of the pre-specified constraints on the roll and pitch states can be guaranteed. The effectiveness and superiority of the proposed method are validated through extensive simulations and comparisons.
I. INTRODUCTION
Along with the evolution of the quadrotor and image processing technologies, the visual servoing of quadrotor, that drives a quadrotor to the desired reference by visual information, has drawn more and more attention currently and is increasingly applied in many military or civilian fields [1] - [5] . The visual servoing approaches are traditionally divided into two types [6] , [7] : position based visual servo (PBVS) and image based visual servo (IBVS). Contrast to the PBVS that needs to estimate the three dimensional(3D) pose by virtue of the prior target geometric model and accurate camera calibration, IBVS calculates the control law only through 2D image features. Hence, the IBVS has a more clear and robust control structure with low computational complexity. By means of the above advantages, the IBVS has gradually come into the mainstream in the visual servoing field and has been extensively used for robot [8] and manipulator [9] .
For executing the visual servoing task of quadrotor, a fundamental requirement [10] - [12] that the object features stay inside the camera' field of view (FOV) all the time is vital, which is also called visibility constraint. Indeed, loss of image features will deteriorate the system performance, or more seriously, lead to the failure of visual servoing [11] , [12] . However, many existing works that aim at IBVS control of quadrotor have paid little attention to the visibility constraint problem. Though some researches have devoted to keeping the object features in the FOV of eye-in-hand system [13] , [14] , it is more difficult to design an IBVS controller for the vision-based quadrotor that avoids the violation of visibility constraint due to the inherent under-actuation and improper attitude motion.
Realistically, the under-actuated dynamics is a challenging problem to design the IBVS controller for quadrotors. As mentioned in [10] , the dynamics of image features have destroyed the triangular cascade form of quadrotor dynamics relative to the inertial frame. To solve the issue, [15] employs four spherical image moments related to the translational and yaw motions to generate four control inputs for the under-actuated vision-quadrotor, which provides an effective method for the IBVS control of quadrotor. However, this type of imaging generally provides improper behavior in vertical axis. Also, since there is no direct control law for the roll and pitch rotation, the image features may leave the camera' FOV due to improper attitude motion, which will further lead to the failure of visual servoing [3] . In [10] , a virtual camera is proposed to project the decoupled perspective image moments as the image features for controlling the quadrotor motions, which isolates the roll and pitch rotation and affords a stable quadrotor 3D motion. Using the virtual camera technology and perspective image moments, a lot of control strategies have been devoted to ensure the smooth motion trajectories in image and 3D space [16] - [18] . Though these control schemes can stabilize the image error dynamics in the virtual plane, they have no strict guarantee that the visual target remains in the real camera's FoV. In [19] , a saturation function-based attitude limited control is employed for the visual servoing of quadrotor to avoid the violation of visibility constraint, which not only can achieve stable quadrotor motions in 3D space but also can keep the object features inside the camera's FOV. However, the aforesaid works only consider the limitation of attitude commands. In reality, due to potential high gains in rotational loop, there may be aggressive attitude responses, which will also cause the violation of visibility constraint. Hence it is necessary to consider synchronously the constraints of attitude responses in the IBVS control of quadrotor for avoiding the possible failure of visual servoing task.
Recently, a barrier Lyapunov function (BLF) based control method is proposed [20] and developed [21] to guarantee the boundedness of state responses with the intrinsic nature of approaching to infinity at some limits. Thanks to the foregoing advantages, the BLF is often utilized for solving the constraint problem [22] - [24] . However, the conventional BLF using a logarithmic function needs an additional conservative step of imposing transformed constraint on the tracking error, which restricts its utilization in practice. Fortunately, an integral barrier Lyapunov function (iBLF) is presented in [25] , which circumvents the conventional error transformation and directly enforces state and output constraints. Thus, the feasibility conditions of initial states are relaxed. Nevertheless, the aforementioned approaches are effective only for the input and output constraints. For the intermediate state constraint considered in our work, most of literatures, such as [25] and [26] , need to know the upper bound of reference signals, which is difficult to obtain in practice. The limitation makes it unable to directly employ the iBLF for the design of attitude constrained controller.
Apart from the aforementioned discussions, the inherent nonlinear and strong coupling properties of quadrotor also pose some handicaps for the IBVS controller design. Traditional linear controller to quadrotor, which involves linear approximations of the system dynamics around the preselected equilibrium conditions, are desirable in realistic autopilot design, like proportional-integral-derivative [27] , linear quadratic regulator [28] , and H∞ control [29] . However, these methods face the drawback of performance degradation while the aircraft leaves away from its designed trim point or executes aggressive maneuvers. To conquer the disadvantages of the former linear approaches, back-stepping control is used in many visual servoing tasks [16] - [19] , which provides an effective approach to counteract the model nonlinearity. However, the conventional back-stepping control is difficult to design due to the problem of ''explosion of complexity'', caused by the repeated differentiation of certain nonlinear functions. To address the issue, dynamic surface control (DSC) is proposed in [30] as an alternative by introducing first-order filtering of the synthetic input at each step of the back-stepping design and has proved to be effective for the uncertain nonlinear system [31] - [33] .
Inspired by the above works, in this study, we aim to design an attitude restricted DSC controller for IBVS of quadrotors to keep the visual object inside the FOV of its camera all the time. To this end, a virtual camera is first employed to derive the decoupled vision-quadrotor dynamics, which isolates the roll and pitch motions and simplifies the control design. Then an IBVS controller is constructed for quadrotors under back-stepping framework, where an iBLF based constrained control law is designed for attitude loop to track the bounded virtual control terms provided by the visual servoing loop with a saturated DSC control law, and the problem of ''explosion of complexity'' is also treated using the DSC method in each step of back-stepping design. The main innovations of this paper lie in:
The visual constraint problem of vision-quadrotors is addressed via constructing an attitude restricted dynamic surface IBVS controller under back-stepping framework. In contrast to classical attitude constrained controls for the vision-quadrotor system [3] , [19] that only consider the command constraints, in our work, both the attitude command and response constraints are simultaneously well treated, by integrating a novel saturated DSC controller and an integral barrier Lyapunov function in attitude loop to guarantee both the attitude inputs and responses always remaining inside the prescribed state space, which provides a stricter attitude restriction and avoids the potential failure of visual servoing task caused by possible high control gains. Embedding a saturation function into the DSC method, a saturated DSC controller is proposed for the attitude loop. By comparison with the conventional DSC [30] - [32] control, the proposed strategy not only can eliminate the problem of ''explosion of complexity'', but also can hold the roll and pitch references in the predefined compact set. Despite the difficulty of stability analysis for the IBVS controller with iBLF and saturated DSC, it is theoretically proved by the Lyapunov analysis that the designed controller is capable of guaranteeing the satisfaction of the presupposed constraints on the roll and pitch states, as well as the boundedness of the entire closed-loop system. The rest part of this article is outlined as followings. In Sec.2, the nonlinear dynamics of visual-quadrotor system is established and preliminaries are described briefly. The attitude restricted DSC controller is constructed in Sec.3. Then the performance analysis of the controller is given in Sec.4. Plentiful simulations and comparison are illustrated in Sec.5. Finally, Sec. 6 draws some conclusions. And the image plane related to camera frame is defined in a standard distance (f ) from the quadrotor with f being the camera focal length, and parallel to the X c − Y c plane. Next the virtual frame V = {O v , X v , Y v , Z v } is introduced to derive the decoupled image feature dynamics, which is given by turning the camera frame C such that V has zero roll and pitch angles and the position and yaw angle of V are equivalent with C [17] . Also, a virtual image plane with respect to virtual camera is considered, where their alignment is the same to those of camera framework and real image plane.
II. VISION-QUADROTOR MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES
Consider an object point P. Assume that its coordinates related to the inertial frame and body frame are represented by i P = i x, i y, i z T and c P = [ c x, c y, c z] T respectively. Then, by means of the transformation between the aforementioned frameworks, the coordinates of the point P relative to the virtual frame at time t, i.e.,
T can be given by
where Rψ is the rotation matrix around Z i , and the time derivative of v P equals to
with i V and v V being the linear velocity of camera framework with respect to the inertia frame and the virtual frame, respectively.ψ is the derivative of quadrotor yaw ψ.
T means the vector of unit length in the inertia frame. And expression sk(·) is a skew-symmetric matrix.
Based on the perspective projection equations in [6] , the image coordinates of P in the virtual image plane can be given as
with ( v u, v n) being the coordinates of point P in the virtual image plane. Substituting (3) into (2), we can give the kinematics of an image point in the virtual image plane:
A planar object consisting of N non-collinear feature points is generally chosen as a target [16] - [19] to design the IBVS control scheme. And the coordinates of target points in the virtual plane are assumed as
To deduce the independent image dynamics, the decoupled low order perspective moments related to the centroid, the area, and the orientation of the object are selected as image features [34] :
where q x , q y , q z are the perspective moments related to quadrotor translational motions in X i , Y i and Z i directions, respectively, and α denotes the image feature for controlling the quadrotor yaw. a = v µ 20 + v µ 02 is the area of the object in the virtual image plane with v µ ij = N k=1 a * is the desired value of a and satisfies z √ a = z * √ a * , where z denotes the distance from the quadrotor to the considered target and z * is its desired value.
From (4) and (5), we can give the dynamics of the defined image moments in the virtual image plane:
where q = [q x , q y , q z ] T is the defined image feature vector in (5) . By virtue of the quadrotor dynamics in [35] and [36] , we can further derive the motion equations of the visionquadrotor system: T with g being the gravity acceleration.
T is the input matrix of position subsystem correlated with the orientation, resulting in strong coupling between position and orientation subsystems, in which s(x), c(x) are short for sin(x) and cos(x). g 2 = diag (l, l, c) ∈ R 3×3 with l, c respectively being the distance from the quadrotor's mass center to each rotor and a constant forceto-moment factor. The control input signals U 1 ∈ R and
T , represent the applied thrust force and three rotational torques elements along X i − Y i − Z i axis, respectively. For the sake of simplicity, we define the following notations:
where F ∈ R 3×1 is the virtual control input vector for quadrotor position dynamics, f q , f V and f γ are the known part of the model in the system dynamics. Then the dynamics of the vision-quadrotor can be converted into the following state-space form:
In addition, the yaw rotational dynamics of quadrotor can be obtained by employing the object orientation α defined by (5) , and its time derivative iṡ
Remark 1: Unlike the visual servoing strategies given in [15] - [19] that establish the vision-quadrotor model in body frame, the system dynamics is structured in inertia frame, which is more straightforward to reflex the quadrotor motions.
To facilitate the controller design, we give the following assumption:
Assumption 1: The initial quadrotor flight attitude satisfy the constraints: |φ(0)| < Q r−a and |θ (0)| < Q r−a with Q r−a being the preselected upper bound of attitude responses.
The objective of this work is to construct an attitude restricted DSC controller for the vision-based quadrotor to perform the visual servoing mission without the violation of visibility constraint. In detail, the objective is twofold:
(i) The image matching error e q = q − q d and e α = α − α d ultimately converge to a small neighborhood around the origin with q d , α d being the desired values of image features.
(ii) The roll and pitch angles φ, θ remain in the compact set:
To achieve these objectives, a camera that is mounted under the quadrotor and directs downward is required to provide the visual features. Moreover, velocities, Euler angles and angular rate information of the quadrotor are also available for the controller design via the optical flow arithmetic and IMU. The observed target is considered as a planar object, whose initial pose is assumed adjacent to the quadrotor for ease of that the object points maintain inside the camera's FOV initially.
B. INTEGRAL BARRIER LYAPUNOV CANDIDATE FUNCTION
The integral barrier Lyapunov function [18] used in this paper is defined as
where e ℘ = ℘ − υ ℘ is the signal tracking error with ℘, υ ℘ being the real input signal of a nominal system and its desired value respectively, and Q r denotes the upper bound of the signal ℘. Notably, υ ℘ is a continuously differentiable function and satisfies υ ℘ ≤ Q d < Q r with Q d being a positive constant. Then, L ℘ is positive definite, continuously differentiable, and satisfies the decrescent condition in the set |℘| < Q r . Lemma 1 [25] , [26] : for |℘| < Q r . In addition, let σ = βe ℘ , the following inequality can be obtained:
where sgn(·) denotes a sign function. These properties are useful for the uniform stability proof. Next the following technical lemma is introduced for building the state constraints satisfaction and performance bound:
Lemma 2 [25] , [26] : For any positive constant Q r , let P := {℘ ∈ R n : |℘ (t)| < Q r , t ≥ 0} ⊂ R and N := R l × P ⊂ R l+1 being open sets. Define the system:
where := [ , ℘] T ∈ , and h : R + × → R l+1 is piecewise continuous in t and locally Lipschitz in e ℘ , uniformly in t, on R + × N . Assume : R l → R + and L ℘2 : P → R + as continuously differentiable and positive definite functions in their respective domains, and satisfy:
where ϑ 1 and ϑ 2 are class K ∞ functions. Define L ( ) := L ℘2 (℘) + ( ) and assume the initial state ℘(0) belonging to P. If the inequality holds:
in the set ∈ N with a , ς being positive constants, then ℘ remains in the open set P all the time and is bounded. Remark 2: Unlike the previous studies [22] , [23] that use logarithmic BLFs to design the constrained control law, the iBLF employed in this paper has the following advantages: (1) The constraints on states are directly addressed and the conservative procedure of converting constraints into error space is removed. (2) Feasible initial states have been expanded to any point in the constrained space.
III. IBVS CONTROL DESIGN
To achieve the control object formulated in Sec.2, an attitude restricted DSC controller is constructed for the visionbased quadrotor, via integrating the proposed saturated DSC method and iBLF based attitude constrained control law, to drive the image features of object to approach their desired values without the violation of visibility constraint. For illustration, a graphical description of the controller design is revealed in Fig.2 . As can be seen, by means of the separate outer-loop and inner-loop control technique, the controller is divided into two loops: one is the outer (visual servo) loop that guides the quadrotor to the top of target using video input from the camera, the other is the inner (attitude) loop with the purpose for adjusting the orientation to rapidly track the desired attitude generated by the outer loop. Specifically, to avoid drastic attitude motion, an attitude restricted control law is designed for the rotational loop, involving a saturated DSC control law to limit the reference signals inside the preselected boundary and an iBLF based control term to ensure the attitude responses keeping within the constrained state space. Furthermore, the problem of ''explosion of complexity'' in the back-stepping design is eliminated via the DSC controller in each step.
STEP 1: The control object in this step is forcing the quadrotor image q to approach the desired feature q d without the violation of visual constraint. Let e q be the image matching error in the virtual image plane, by recalling the visionquadrotor dynamics in (9), we can give its time derivative aṡ
According to the standard back-stepping design, the tracking error dynamics in (19) should first be stabilized. To this end, we devise the following virtual control law:
where k q is a positive control parameter.
To address the problem of ''explosion of complexity'' inherent in the conventional back-stepping design, refer to the principle of DSC [31] , by constructing a new state variable υ Vc and letting υ V pass through the following first-order filter with a time constant κ 1 > 0, we can obtain the smooth control law υ Vc and its time derivativeυ Vc :
Defining υ V as the first filtering error, then, by integrating (20), we can further arrange (21) as follows:
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Considering the effect of filtering error, we choose the following Lyapunov candidate function for this step:
The time derivative of L 1 is needed for subsequent stability proof. Before that, the characteristics of B 1 are briefly investigated first. Refer to the works in [30] and [31] 
Since the sets 1 and 2 are compact in R 3 and R, respectively, 1 × 2 is also compact in R 3+1 . It is easy to see from (22) that all the variables of the continuous function B 1 are in the set 1 × 2 . Therefore, B 1 has a maximum B 1M on 1 × 2 .
By virtue of Young's inequality, we can further obtain the following formula:
Assuming the linear velocity tracing error as e V = i V − υ Vc , with the help of (19), (20) and (24), the time derivative of L 1 can be derived aṡ
where
In this step, we aim to design the control law to generate the virtual control F, and further deduce the applied thrust force U 1 and desired roll and pitch angles.
Considering the velocity tracing error e V , by recalling the quadrotor dynamics (9), we can give the velocity tracking error dynamics:
Following the same line with the design process in Step 1, we design the following virtual control law to stabilize the linear velocity error dynamics: (27) where k v is a positive gain. Realistically, the generated virtual control vector F responds to the force vector command. Its amplitude is the required thrust force U 1 , and its orientation depends on the body attitude commands υ φ , υ θ , υ ψ , in which υ φ , υ θ and υ ψ denote the reference attitude including roll, pitch and yaw angles, respectively.
Considering the Eq. (2), the elements of
Therefore, we can obtain the thrust force U 1 and the desired attitude υ φ , υ θ as below via the inverse transformation of (28):
where the desired yaw angle υ ψ can be generated from some high-level guidance system. To guarantee the limitation of roll and pitch states, the attitude command is first required to satisfy the following condition:
where Q d−a is the preselected upper bound of roll and pitch inputs. To this end, a novel saturated DSC control law is constructed via integrating a saturation function into the firstorder filter to generate the bounded and smooth control command υ Vc and its time derivativeυ Vc
where κ 2 is a positive time constant, υ = υ φ , υ θ T are the inputs of filter, while υ c = υ φc , υ θ c T are the outputs. S M is a saturation function with the following form:
Considering the filtering error for this step as υ , we can obtain:
where B 2 is a continuous function onυ . Then we select the candidate Lyapunov function for this step as follows:
Following the analysis of the filter error dynamics in step 1, there exists a maximum B 2M that satisfies VOLUME 6, 2018 B 2 (υ ) ≤ B 2M . Hence the time derivative of L 2 can be given:
By means of the saturated DSC control law defined by (31) with the saturation function(32), the desired roll and pitch angles are limited inside the preselected compact set υ c (t) ≤ Q d−a < Q r−a . The boundary of saturation function Q d−a can be regulated in the range (0, Q r−a ), which is consistent with the requirement of subsequent attitude response constraints. As well, the time derivatives of the virtual control variables can be simultaneously derived by the present saturated DSC controller. As a consequence, the problem of ''explosion of complexity'' is also well treated. In addition, based on the analysis of filtering error dynamics in step 1, we can readily obtain that υ c (t) , υ c (t) are bounded, which removes the assumption on the boundness of virtual control variables and their derivate in the stateconstrained control design [22] , [26] .
STEP 3: In this step, an attitude constrained control law is designed for the rotational motion to track the rapid attitude commands, where the reference roll and pitch signals are generated from the back-stepping control in step 2, while yaw motion is controlled via the defined visual feature in (5) .
Defining the roll and pitch tracking error vector as e = − υ = [e φ , e θ ] T , by recalling of the quadrotor attitude dynamics (9), the roll and pitch tracking error dynamics can be given aṡ e =˙ −υ = δ 23 γ −υ = υ γ φ + e γ φ −υ φc υ γ θ + e γ θ −υ θc (36) where e γ φ = γ φ − υ γ φc , e γ θ = γ θ − υ γ θc are the roll and pitch tracking errors respectively. As described in Sec. II, the roll and pitch angles are required to keep inside the limited set χ φ,θ . To this end, in addition to the limitation of attitude commands in step 2, an iBLF based state constrained control law is further constructed in the following to guarantee the attitude responses remaining in the constrained state space.
In accordance with the form of iBLF in (12), we define the candidate iBLF for roll rotational dynamics as
r−a /Q 2 r−a − (σ + υ φc ) 2 dσ . Its time derivative equals to:
where υ φc is the generated roll command from the saturated DSC control in step 2, and υ γ φ denotes the desired roll angular rate. According to integration by parts and replacing σ with βe φ , we can obtain:
with φ (e φ , υ φc ) = 1 0 Q 2 r−a / Q 2 r−a − (βe φ + υ φc ) 2 dβ. Let e φ = 0, we can give:
Owing to υ φc ≤ Q d−a < Q r−a , φ (0, υ φc ) is well-defined and bounded around the neighborhood of e φ = 0. In view of the stabilizing function design in [25] , the virtual control law for the roll motion is devised as
where k φ is a positive gain. Substituting (40) into (37), we can obtain:
Based on Lemma 1, the following inequality can be deduced:
where ς φ = Q 2 r−a e φ e γ φ Q 2 r−a −φ 2 ≥ 0. From Assumption 1, we know that the initial condition of roll angle satisfies |φ(0)| < Q r−a . Together with the fact that the roll command υ φc is limited within the set υ φc (t) ≤ Q d−a < Q r−a from (31), we can conclude that the state φ in system dynamics (9) remains in the constrained set χ φ,θ all the time based on the lemma 2 and the inherent property of iBLF:
The design procedure of pitch rotational control is same to the roll control, hence we give directly the virtual control law for pitch dynamics as:
Considering the candidate iBLF for pitch dynamics as 2 dσ , then its time derivative can be derived as follows:
Since there is nearly no discrepancy between the control designs for roll and pitch motions, the identical state constraint can be achieved for pitch angle, i.e., |θ (t)| < Q r−a , ∀t ≥ 0 on the strength of facts: |θ (0)| < Q r−a and
Remark 4: In contrast to classical attitude constrained controls that only consider the command constraints [3] , [19] , in our work, an attitude restricted DSC controller simultaneously considering the attitude input and response constraints is proposed via integrating a saturated DSC control law and an iBLF based state constrained control term. Thus, the devised controller has a stronger limitation capacity, and the roll and pitch states will never beyond the presupposed bounds.
YAW CONTROL
Different from the roll and pitch control, the yaw rotation control law is generated using the defined image feature α in (5) . Considering the image matching error e α = α − υ α and the yaw angular rate tracking error e γ ψ = γ ψ − υ γ ψ with υ γ ψ being the reference yaw angular rate signal, we can give the following yaw error dynamics with the help of feature dynamics(10):ė
Then the following virtual control law is designed to stabilize the system:
Choosing the candidate Lyapunov as L α = 1/2e 2 α , its time derivative equals tȯ
On the strength of aforementioned design processes for roll, pitch and yaw control, we obtain the desired angular rate vectorυ γ = υ γ φ , υ γ θ , υ γ ψ T . By incorporating the following DSC control law into the design procedure, the filtered virtual control vector υ γ c and its derivateυ γ c can be deduced, which will be used in next step for the control law design.
where κ 3 is a positive time constant. Defining the filtering error as υ γ = υ γ c − υ γ , by means of (56), we can give:
Following the same line with the analysis of the filtering error dynamics in Step 1 and Step 2, we know the fact that there exists a maximum B 3M such that B 3 ≤ B 3M . Choose the Lyapunov-like function for this step:
Along with (41), (44), (47), and (49), the time derivative of L 3 can be given aṡ
(51) where =
Using Lemma 1, we can further obtain:
In this step, we aim to design the control law for the angular rate loop to generate appropriate rotational torques for quadrotor. Considering the virtual control vector υ γ c generated by Step 3, and assuming the angular rate error as e γ = γ − υ γ c , we can give the angular rate error dynamics as follows:ė
To ensure the system stable, the final rotational torque control vector is designed as
where k γ is a positive control gain. By selecting the candidate Lyapunov function:
with the help of (54), we can obtain:
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, the performance analysis on the proposed iBLF based attitude restricted DSC controller is established to validate the ultimately boundedness of all closed-loop signals. This main results are given as follows: Theorem 1: As for the vision-quadrotor system(9) satisfying Assumption1, under the proposed IBVS control scheme, including the state-constrained controls (40), (43), virtual control law (20) , (27) , (46), and the applied controllers (29), (54), for the given adequate smooth image commands q d , α d , the following conclusions can be arrived at provided that the control parameters k q , k v , k φ , k θ , k α , k γ and the time constants κ 1 , κ 2 , κ 3 are appropriately selected such that K 1 , K 2 , K 3 , K 4 are positive constants: VOLUME 6, 2018 (i) All signals in the closed-loop system are uniformly ultimate bounded.
(ii) If the initial boundary condition satisfy |φ(0)| < Q r−a , |θ (0)| < Q r−a , then the considered roll and pitch states will remain, in the limited set χ φ,θ .
Proof: (i) Summarizing (23), (34), (50), (55), the Lyapunov-like function for the designed IBVS controller can be given as
Along with Eq. (25), (35), (51), (56), the differentiation of L H satisfies:
. Noting that the gain K H is a positive constant, and ς H is bounded, then it can be readily inferred from (58) that
Inequality (59) indicates that L H (t) is eventually limited by ς H /K H . Similar with the stability analysis in [30] and [36] , we can arrive at that the error signals e q , e V , e γ , e α , υ V , υ , υ γ c in the closed-loop system are uniformly ultimate bounded. Then, by means of the facts that (14), we can draw the conclusion e φ (t)
Thus, the ultimate boundedness of all signals in the closedloop system can be guaranteed.
(ii) By letting ς H /K H b ∈ R + , we can yield that L H (t) ≤ b by virtue of the inequality (59). Assuming that there exist some t = T such that |φ(T )| = Q r−a , starting from the initial condition |φ(0)| ∈ χ φ,θ , we have
Integrating L φ | t=T by parts, we arrive at [25] : Now, substituting |φ(T )| with Q r−a , it is clear that L φ | t=T becomes unbounded, which is contradictory with the boundedness result L φ ≤ L H ≤ b. In consequence, it satisfies |φ(t)| = Q r−a , ∀t > 0. Similarly, we can obtain that |θ (t)| = Q r−a , ∀t > 0. According to the Assumption 1, we know that the initial attitude states satisfy |φ(0)| < Q r−a and |θ (0)| < Q r−a . Based on Lemma 2, we can further conclude that φ(t), θ(t) remain in the constrained set χ φ,θ for all t > 0. This completes the proof.
V. SIMULATION RESULT
To verify the efficiency of the proposed attitude restricted DSC controller for the IBVS of quadrotor, two set of experiments are performed in this section. In brief,
• The first set compares the results with back-stepping control and input saturated control to confirm the effectiveness of the designed controller in avoiding the violation of visual constraint with strict attitude constraints.
• The second set tests the stability and feasibility of the attitude restricted controller under different initial roll and pitch states satisfying Assumption 1. Table 1 lists the main arguments of the quadrotor and camera. In addition, the sampling frequency of all the system is set as 50Hz [10] , [36] , which is enough for the slow timevary dynamics of vision-based quadrotor considered in our work. Generally speaking, the sampling frequency should be as high as possible, which can achieve the most accurate realtime performance. However, high sampling rate will greatly increase the computational burden and the occupation of the limited computational resources. Also, sensor noises when facing the high sampling rate will deteriorate the system performance. Thus, computational efficiency should be taken into consideration in the simulation to simulate the system motions in the actual environment.
The visual target is composed of four points at the vertexes of a rectangle, with coordinates being ( To ensure the control performance, we select the control gains for the proposed IBVS controller as:
and the time constant κ 1 = 0.1, κ 2 = 0.01, κ 3 = 0.01. In addition, to achieve small and mild attitude motions, the upper bound of the roll and pitch commands provided by the saturated dynamics surface control (31) is set as Q d−a = 3.0deg, and the boundary of attitude responses is considered as Q r−a = 3.5deg.
A. EXPERIMENT I
In this paper, an attitude restricted DSC controller is proposed for the vision-based quadrotor to treat with the visibility constraint problem. To validate the efficiency and superiority of the proposed controller, performance comparison with the back-stepping control and input saturated control is simulated in the following.
1) iBLF-DSC CONTROL
This is the designed IBVS control approach simultaneously considering the attitude input and response constraints in Sec. III. Wherein, an iBLF based constrained control law is designed for attitude loop to track the bounded virtual control terms provided by the saturated DSC control law and the problem of ''explosion of complexity'' is eliminated using the DSC method in each step of back-stepping design 2) BACK-STEPPING CONTROL [17] , [18] This is the nonlinear controller without the consideration of attitude constraints. It treats each differential equation in the cascaded integral form as a virtual system, and deduces the virtual controls (commands) by the recursive use of Lyapunov functions.
3) INPUT SATURATED CONTROL [3] This is the control method using input saturated law to bound the roll and pitch inputs of the quadrotor, while the response constraints are not considered. The comparative results with the back-stepping control: (a) the image trajectories in the actual image plane using iBLF-DSC control, (b) the image trajectories in the actual image plane using back-stepping control, (c) the roll and pitch motions using iBLF-DSC control, (d) the roll and pitch motions using back-stepping control, (e) the image matching error using iBLF-DSC control, (f) the image matching error using back-stepping control. To satisfy the system control requirement and ensure the above controllers stable, the initial roll and pitch angles in this simulation are set as zero. The simulation results are displayed in Figs.3-5 . Fig.3 reveals the comparative results with the backstepping control. For the sake of fairness, the closed-loop bandwidths for the back-stepping control are chosen the similar as the proposed iBLF-DSC controller. As can be seen from Fig. 3(a) , the image trajectories using the proposed iBLF-DSC control are milder, and they never leave the camera' FOV. In contrast, for the case using back-stepping control VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 5. The comparative results with the input saturated control under high control gains: (a) the image trajectories in the actual image plane using iBLF-DSC control, (b) the image trajectories in the actual image plane using input saturated control, (c) roll and pitch motions using iBLF-DSC control, (d) roll and pitch motions using input saturated control.
in Fig. 3(b) , aggressive image trajectories can be obtained, and even the feature points have overstepped the image plane. This advantages using the proposed iBLF-DSC control can be attributed to the strict attitude constraints as shown in Fig.3(c) . By means of the saturated DSC control in (31), the reference roll and pitch signals are limited in the compact sets: υ φ ≤ 3.0deg, |υ θ | ≤ 3.0deg. As well, the quadrotor attitude responses under the designed iBLF based control law (40) and (43) can effectively track the given roll and pitch references, along with the states being strictly constrained in the presupposed ranges |φ(t)| < 3.5 deg, |θ (t)| < 3.5 deg. On the contrary, since the back-stepping based IBVS approach has not employed this technique, and hence the roll and pitch motions are violent as shown in Fig. 3(d) , which further leads to the violation of visibility constraint. Fig.3(e) displays the variations of image matching errors for iBLF-DSC control, where all the image errors can converge to a small neighborhood around the origin ultimately, though a few degradation of transient-state performance comparing with back-stepping control (Fig.3(f) ).
In addition, see Fig.4 (a), stable and smooth quadrotor 3D motion trajectory can be obtained for the iBLF-DSC approach, by virtue of the application of perspective image moments and the introduction of virtual image plane. In meanwhile, the quadrotor position (see Fig.4 (b) ) and yaw angle (see Fig.4 (c) ) arrive at the desired position and angle as expected. The control input signals for the quadrotor are illustrated in Fig.4 (d) .
To further test the superiority of the proposed control scheme, the simulation results with higher attitude control gains (k φ = k θ = 120, k γ = 60) for the proposed iBLF-DSC control and the input saturated control are given in Fig. 5 . As seen, though the reference roll and pitch signals for the two considered controllers are all constrained in the presupposed sets, the input saturated control has larger attitude responses(see Fig. 5(b) ), which leads to violent image motions in the actual image plane(see Fig. 5(d) ). In contrast, thanks to the utilization of the iBLF based attitude restricted control, both the attitude commands and responses for the case using the proposed iBLF-DSC control are held within the predefined compact sets (see Fig. 5(a) ). Thus, the image trajectories are milder, and they never leave the confines of the camera image (see Fig. 5(c) ). 
B. EXPERIMENT II
In this set of simulation, the quadrotor is driven to perform the visual servoing task with different initial states to verify the stability and feasibility of the proposed controller. The experiment environment and parameters are consistent with the aforementioned settings. As shown in Figure. 6, the roll and pitch states, starting from various initial values spanning the constrained state space, converge to the desired attitude generated by the servo loop, and track them closely thereafter. As seen, despite the initial angles are very close to the constraints and yielded initial attitude responses that approach the constraints, the designed control strategy aggressively pulls back the response curves and holds them in the constrained state space. This is owing to the employ of integral barrier Lyapunov functions for the roll and pitch controls, which removes the conservative step of transforming constraints into new bounds on tracking errors, and thus the feasibility conditions on the initial roll and pitch angles are relaxed to be any point in the constrained state space χ φ,θ . By means of the effective attitude restricted approach, the feature points in the image plane can always arrive at the desired points with stable and smooth tracking trajectories as can be seen in Fig.7 , while the initial roll and pitch angles are chosen randomly in the constrained state space χ φ,θ .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this article, an attitude restricted DSC controller is proposed for the vision-based quadrotor to avoid the violation of visual constraint. Suitable perspective image moments are first used to deduce the independent vision-quadrotor dynamics. Then an attitude constrained controller is constructed under back-stepping framework for ensuring the small and bounded quadrotor roll and pitch motions, including a saturated DSC control law to limit the magnitude of attitude commands within the predefined bounds, and an iBLF based control law to guarantee the attitude responses remaining in the constrained state space. In addition, to eliminate the problem of ''explosion of complexity'', the DSC method is employed in each step to provide smooth control variables and their time derivatives. Hence the proposed controller has a satisfactory servoing performance with strict attitude constraints. And the visibility constraint will never be violated by means of the designed control approach. The present control strategy for the IBVS of quadrotors is also illuminated through comparisons and abundant simulations. In future research works, we will pay attention to the problem of target searching, fast image detection and matching, as well as bio-optimized algorithms based trajectory planning. And a real-time flight experiment on a quadrotor UAV will be executed for confirming the effectiveness of the designed IBVS scheme.
